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In [ 131, Wigner proved that a simply connected nilpotent Lie group is P- 
convex for every non-zero bi-invariant differential operator P. This gives 
global solvability of bi-invariant operators [ 13, Theorem 2] because semi- 
global solvability is known (Duflo and Rais [4], Rouviere [lo]). In this 
paper, we generalize Wigner’s result. Namely we shall show that 
(1) A simply connected solvable Lie group is P-convex for all non- 
zero semi-bi-invariant differential operators P (Theorem 3.1). 
(2) A simply connected split solvable Lie group is P-convex for all 
non-zero left-invariant differential operators P (Theorem 3.2). 
Rouviere [lo] proved the semi-global solvability of bi-invariant operators 
on simply connected solvable Lie groups. In Section 4, we show that his 
result extends to semi-bi-invariant operators. Combined with (l), this gives 
global solvability of every non-zero semi-bi-invariant differential operator P 
on a simply connected solvable Lie group G, i.e., PC”(G) = C?(G) 
(Theorem 4.1). This result is a generalization of the theorem due to 
Ehrenpreis and Malagrange that differential operators with constant coef- 
ficients are globally solvable on R” (see [8]). Although (2) does not give 
solvability by itself (even on nilpotent groups, many left-invariant operators 
are not even locally solvable [2]), it gives a new proof to Helgason’s result 
[ 7] that a Riemannian symmetric space of non-compact type is P-convex for 
invariant operators P. (Using his previous semiglobal solvability result, 
Helgason actually obtained global solvability [ 71). 
Let us explain our terminology used in (l), (2). Let G be a Lie group, P a 
linear differential operator on G with smooth coefticients. 
DEFINITION 0.1. G is called P-convex if for each compact set KC G, 
there exists a compact set K’ c G such that for any distribution u of 
compact support on G, 
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where “supp” means support and ‘P is the transpose of P with respect to the 
pairing between distributions and test functions. 
It is well known (see Treves [ 11, Theorem 3.31) that if P is semi-globally 
solvable on G (that is, for each fE C”(G) and each compact set K c G, 
there exists u E Cm(G) such that Pu =f on K) and moreover if G is P- 
convex, then P is globally solvable on G, i.e., PCm(G) = Cm(G). (Of course 
all these discussions are valid with G replaced with a general manifold) 
DEFINITION 0.2. P is called semi-bi-invariant if it is a left-invariant 
differential operator on G and moreover if there exists a complex linear 
functional A on 6 (= the Lie algebra of G), satisfying [X, P] = A(X)P for all 
X E 6, where [ , ] denotes the commutator. Here an element of 8 is 
considered as a left-invariant vector field on G. (Note that if ,4 is zero, P is 
bi-invariant.) 
DEFINITION 0.3. A solvable Lie group G is called split (or completely 
solvable) if its Lie algebra is a real split solvable Lie algebra. A real solvable 
Lie algebra 8 is called split if there exists a chain of ideals of 8: 
where dim(Bi/Bi+ ,) = 1 for each i. (For example, a nilpotent group is split.) 
We call the reader’s attention to the recent results independently obtained 
by Duflo and Wigner [5,6], where, among others, the convexity of a simply 
connected solvable Lie group for bi-invariant operators is shown. They also 
proved the convexity of more general class of groups. 
We also remark that although on a non-compact semi-simple Lie group, 
global solvability of bi-invariant operators does not hold in general as was 
first pointed out by Rouviere, the Casimir operator is always globally 
solvable if the group has finite center (Rauch, Wigner [9]). As for the local 
solvability problem, Duflo [3] proved that on any Lie groups, non-zero bi- 
invariant operators are always locally solvable. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let C, R, Zt respectively denote the set of complex numbers, the set of 
real numbers, and the set of positive integers. For a smooth manifold M, let 
P(M), C;(M), g’(M), a’(M) respectively denote the spaces of smooth 
functions, smooth functions of compact support, distributions, and 
distributions of compact support on M. Let G be a Lie group and 8 its Lie 
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algebra. An element X of @ is regarded as a left-invariant vector field on G 
so that forfE C”(G) we have 
The complexified universal envelopping algebra U(0) of 8 is then regarded 
as the algebra of left-invariant differential operators on G. Let [ , ] denote 
the commutator of differential operators (Lie bracket). 
A differential operator is always assumed to be linear and have smooth 
coefficients. Let ( , ) denote the pairing between Q’(G) and C,“(G). If D is 
a differential operator on G, its transpose ‘D is defined by (‘Du, v) = (u, Du) 
for u E S’(G), u E C,“(G). In the sequel, we will always fix a (unique up to 
a constant) right-invariant measure dg on G and via the inclusion C”(G) + 
Q’(G) given byfwfdg, we regard ‘D as a differential operator. If D is a 
left-invariant operator, ‘D is again left-invariant and the map D t, ‘D gives 
an anti-automorphism on U(B) extending the map X tt -X on 8. Also a 
restriction of this map gives a bijection of the set of semi-bi-invariant 
operators onto itself. 
By a basis of a Lie algebra, we always mean an ordered basis. Let 
P E U(B) and let X1,..., X, be a fixed basis of 8. By the canonical 
expression of P in terms of the basis XI,..., X, we mean the unique 
expression 
p = \‘ c,xa = \’ c,X;ll . . . x;n, 
IaEm IaEm 
c, E c, (1.1) 
where we used the standard multi-index notation: X” =X7’ ... X;“, a = 
(a * ,..*, an), IaI==a~+.*.+a,. 
Then the degree of P (denoted by deg P) is the maximum of 1 a I for a such 
that c, # 0. If P is expressed as in (1.1) with m = deg P, the principal 
symbol a(P) (this is a map from the cotangent bundle of G to C) is given by 
W’)@f (xl> = x dX,f (x)>“’ a.. Vnf (x))“” 
for f E C”(G), x E G, where df(x) stands for the differential off evaluated at 
x. Sometimes we write a(P)(df) (for f E Cm(G)) and look at this as a 
function on G. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let G be a Lie group, P a differential operator on G. A 
closed set F c G is called P-full if we have 
u E 8”(G), suppPucF*suppucF. (1.3) 
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It is clear from (0.1) and (1.3) that in order to show the P-convexity of G 
for a given differential operator P, it suffices to show that each compact set 
in G is contained in a ‘P-full compact set of G. Moreover, if P is left- 
invariant, in order to show P-fullness of a closed set F in G, we have only to 
demonstrate the property (1.3) for u E C,“(G). (This is a standard mollifier 
argument.) This fact will be freely used in Sections 2 and 3. Now a few 
lemmas and definitions are in order. 
LEMMA 1.2 (Borho and Rentchler [l]). Let 6 be a real solvable Lie 
algebra. 
(i) If Q E U(6) is semi-bi-invariant but not bi-invariant, then there 
exists an ideal t, of 6 of codimension one such that all semi-bi-invariant 
elements in U(6) are contained in U(b). (We always assume the natural 
inclusion U(b) c U(6).) 
(ii) Zf the center of 6 is zero, then there exists an ideal IJ of 8 of 
codimension one satisfying the condition in (i). 
ProoJ Part (i) is immediate from [ 1, p. 581. Part (ii) follows from (i) 
because by th assumption and the Lie-Engel theorem the complexification of 
0 has a one dimensional non-central ideal and a base of the ideal is a semi- 
bi-invariant element in U(6) which is not bi-invariant. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let 0 be a real solvable Lie algebra. A basis X, ,..., X,? 
of 6 is called admissible if 
(i) Xi,..., X, span a subalgebra of 8 for each i (1 < i ,< n), 
and 
(ii) the span of Xi+, ,..., X, is an ideal of the span of Xi,..., X, for each 
i (1 <i<n- 1). 
Remark that for a real solvable Lie algebra 8, we can always choose an 
admissible basis. If X ,,..., X, is an admissible basis of 6 and G is the simply 
connected Lie group for 6, then the map 
exp tJ, ... exp t,X, N (tl ,..., tn) 
gives a diffeomorphism of G onto R” [ 12, Theorem 3.18.11). In Sections 2 
and 3 after fixing an admissible basis, we frequently identify G with R” by 
the above diffeomorphism. For example we may write f(x) =f (tl ,..., t,,) for 
x = exp t,X, ... exp t,X,, f E C”(G). Also it is plain to see that if an 
element Y, E 6 which spans a one-dimensional ideal of 0 is given, we may 




DEFINITION 1.4. Let 6 be a real solvable Lie algebra. In case 6 is not 
abelian, choose an admissible basis Xi,..., X, of (li such that for some I 
(1 < I < n), Xl,..., X,, span [6,6]. (It is easy to check that such a basis 
exists.) In case 0 is abelian, choose any basis Xi ,..., X,. Let P and Q in 





where a = (a,,..., a,,), A;, A E are of the form 
Then P and Q are called equivalent with respect to the basis X, ,..., X,, if 
Ap” and A; have the same highest degree part for each a. (In the abelian 
case, the notion of equivalence does not depend on the choice of a basis.) 
Note that our “equivalence” is really an equivalence relation. 
New, we state four lemmas. Since the first three are easy and can be 
verified straightforwardly, we only give a proof to the last one. These 
lemmas are also intended for the purpose of fixing the notation which will be 
used in Sections 2 and 3. 
Throughout the rest of this section, G is always a simply connected 
solvable Lie algebra. Let 0 be its Lie algebra and n = dim 8. X, # 0 is 
always an element of 8 which spans a one-dimensional ideal n = RX, of 6. 
Then N= (exptX,]tER) is the closed normal subgroup of G 
corresponding to n so that G/N is again simply connected and solvable. 
LEMMA 1.5. There exists a unique automorphism o of U(B) satisfying 
X,4(P) = PX, for all P E U(B). 
LEMMA 1.6. For any Ieft-invariant d@erentiaI operator P on G, we can 
dejke a left-invariant dtrerential operator P’ on G/N by restricting P to the 
right N-invariant functions on G. The map P+ P’ gives a homomorphism 
-: U(6) -+ U(@/n) with ker - = U(%)n. - is the unique homomorphism 
extending the quotient map 6 + 6/n. 
LEMMA 1.1. In this lemma, we assume that (li is not abelian and 
X, E [@, 81. Choose X, ,..., X,_, E 0 so that X, ,..., X, form an admissible 
basis of 8 such that for some I (1 < l< n), X1,..., X, span [8, O]. 
Assume that P and Q are equivalent elements in U(6) with respect to the 
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basis X i,..., X,,. Then p and 8 are equivalent elements in U(@/n) with 
respect to the basis X? ,,..., 2n-, of s/n. Here the notation in the previous 
lemma was used. (Note that 2, ,..., ,?‘n--l 
and d,-, ,..., z;n-l 
form an admissible basis of o/n 
span [s/n, o/n], so that the conditions for the basis of 
Definition 1.4 are satisfied.) 
LEMMA 1.8. We use the same assumptions and the notation as in the 
previous lemma. Then for any P E U(B), P and 4(P) are equivalent with 
respect to X, ,..., X, where 4 was defined in Lemma 1.5. 
Proof: Since X, spans an ideal, there exists a real linear functional A on 
8 satisfying 
[X, X,] = l(X) x, for X E 8. (1.4) 
By the Jacobi identity, we can easily see that A( [ 8, 0 J) = 0. Therefore X, 
commutes with X ,,..., X,. On the other hand (1.4) shows that for any YE 8 
and m E Z+ U (O}, we can write 
Y”‘X, =X,( Ym + lower degree terms in Y). (1.5) 
Using (1.5) repeatedly, we can prove that for any multi-index a = (LI, ,..., a,,), 
xpi . . . x;ti,Ix;f . . . X”n n *x, 
=X7’ . . . x~~llx,x;l . . . x;n 
=X,(Jq’ . . . Xp:-,’ + canonical expressions in X, ,..., X,-, 
of degree lower than a, + . . . + a,- ,) . X;’ . . . Xzn. (1.6) 
Recalling the definition of $ and the equivalence, we obtain the desired 
conclusion immediately from (1.6). 
2. Two PROPOSITIONS 
In this section, we prove two propositions which are the keys to our proof 
of P-convexity. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group with Lie 
algebra 8 of dimension n. X, # 0 is an element in 8 which spans an ideal 
n = RX,, of @ of dimension one. N = {exp tX, 1 t E R } is the closed normal 
subgroup of G corresponding to tt so that G/N is a simply connected 
solvable Lie group. Let rc: G + G/N denote the projection map. Also let -, 4, 
be defined as in Section 1. We keep to the above notation throughout in this 
section. 
The first proposition as well as the method of its proof is a generalization 
of Proposition 1 in Wigner [ 131. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P E U(B) and, put P, = P, P, = #(P,),..., Pi+, = 
#(pi)Y** . If K c G/N is compact and P”,-fill for all i = 1,2,..., then z- ‘(K) is 
P-full in G. 
Remark. If X,, is central, then the proposition reads, “if KC G/N is p- 
full and compact, then n-‘(K) is P-full.” This is Proposition 1 in [ 131. 
ProoJ For u E C,“(G), define u’~ CT(G/N) by rZ(xN) = s, u(xn) dn 
where dn is a fixed Harr measure on N. At the same time we write u’(x) = 
l, u(xn) dn to define ri E C”(G) but there will be no danger of confusion. 
Our first claim is that for u E C,“(G), Q E U(B), 
(2.1.1) 
We use induction on deg Q to prove this. First assume Q =X for some 
XE 8. 
Xu(xN) = jN (Xu)(xn) dn = I, f u(xn exp tX) 1 dn 
l-0 
(2.1.2) 
=$i u(xexptX.exp-tX.n.exptX)dn . 
N I-O 
Put n’ = exp -tX . n . exp tX. Then we have dn = ear dn’, where a is deter- 
mined by [X,X,] = ax,. So (2.1.2) becomes 
Xu(xN)=$e”*,fNu(xexptX.n’)dn 1 = azi(xN) + zzT(xN). 
t-o 
Observe that 4(X) =X + a. Thus we have established (2.1.1) in case Q E 0, 
hence by linearity (2.1.1) holds for all Q E U(B) with degree one. To show 
(2.1.1) for a general Q E U(G), we may assume that (2.1.1) is valid for 
operators with degree less than deg Q. Moreover, by linearity, we may 
assume Q = Q, Q2 with Q,, Q2 E U(B) h aving the degrees less than deg Q. 
Then we have for u E C?(G), 
((2.1.1) for Q,) 
((2.1.1) for Q,) 
= 4GZh (-, Q are homomorphisms) 
Thus (2.1.1) is completely proved. 
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Now let P E U((s) and K be a compact set in G/N which is P”,-full for all 
i = 1, 2,... . We want to show that x-‘(K) is P-full, i.e., 
uECF(G),suppPuc~-‘(K)+suppuc+(K) (2.1.2) 
Suppose u satisfies the left-hand side of (2.1.2). Then j‘,+, P(xn) dn = 0 for 
x@ n-‘(K), i.e., Pu(xN)=O for x@ r-‘(K). Using (2.1.1), we have 
@j Li(xN) = 0 for x & n-‘(K). (2.1.3) 
But since 4(P) = P, by definition and K is P,-full, we conclude from 
(2.1.3) that 
u’(xN) = 0 for x @ r-‘(K). (2.1.4) 
Choose X, ,..., X,,-, E 8 so that X, ,..., X, form an admissible basis of 8. 
By the diffeomorphism 
exp 4% .*a exp tnXn ++ (tl ,..., t,) 
of G onto R”, we identify G with R”. ChoosefE C?(R) with JR f(x) dx = 1 
and define b E Cm(G) by 
W , ,**-1 t,) =f(t,). 
Also define u, E C?(G) by 
(2.1.5) 
u ,(x) = u(x) - C(x) b(x). (2.1.6) 
Then it is easily seen that 
I u,(xn) dn = 0. (2.1.7) N 
Hence we can find a uf E C?(G) such that 
x,u: = u, on G. (2.1.8) 
(This is an immediate consequence of calculus if we recall that X,, dn are 
respectively identified with d/dt,, dt, .) 
Now (2.1.4) and (2.1.6) imply that u,(x)= u(x) for x&n-‘(K) hence 
using (2.1.8), we have 
x,u;(x) = u(x) 
Therefore, for x & z-r(K), 
for x @ n-‘(K). (2.1.9) 
0 = Pu(x) = Px,u:(x) =X,P,u~(x) (since qS(P) = P2). 
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From this it follows that 
P*uT(x) = 0 for x 6Z n-‘(K). (2.1.10) 
In fact, if we note that the complement of n-‘(K) is of the form 
i(t , 3***7 t,) I (t 1)...) t,-,)6Q?cR”-‘} f or some subset B of R ‘-’ and that X, 
is identified with d/dt,, (2.1.10) is an immediate consequence of the injec- 
tivity of the differential operator d/dx on CF(Ri). 
Integrating (2.1.10), we get 
iyqxlv) = 0 for x & n-‘(K). 
Then (2.1.1) implies that 
qqFJ iif = 0 for x 6?? z-‘(K). 
Since #(Pz) = P, and K is P”,-full, we have 
i-iyy(xN) = 0 for x & n-‘(K). (2.1.11) 
Now we claim that for each m E Zt, there exists u,* E C,“(G) satisfying: 
P m+IG(x>=o for x 66 r’(K), (2.1.12) 
u>(x)=0 for x @ n-‘(K), (2.1.13) 
x;u;(x) = u(x) for x & n-‘(K). (2.1.14) 
For m = 1, we have already established this claim by (2.1.10), (2.1.1 l), 
(2.1.9). Assume that our claim is true for some m. Then we define 
u m+ 1 E ‘Z’(G) by 
u,+,(x) = u,*(x) -Tic-4 b(x), 
where b is given by (2.1.5). 
We can easily verify 
I u,+,(xn) dn = 0. N 
So there exists a function u,*+, E C:(G) such that 
XnU,*+, = %?I+1 on G. (2.1.15) 
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By the definition of um+i and (2.1.13), we have that 
urn+ L(X) = U,*(X) for x & 71-‘(K). 
Therefore, using (2.1.14) and (2.1.15), we get 
(2.1.16) 
xn m+1u* mtl = u(x) for x 6Z 71-‘(K). (2.1.17) 
On the other hand, for x & n-‘(K), 
XnPm+ZUm*+ 1(x) = pm+ IXnU,*+ 1(x) (since Pm + 2 = W, + ,)I 
=P m+l%+l(x) (by (2.1.15)) 
=P m+,Gxx) (by (2.1.16)) 
= 0. 
Now as in (2.1.10), we conclude that 
P m+2Uz+I(x)=o for x & K’(K). (2.1.18) 
Integrating this over A’, we have 
&zz~~+,(xN)=O for x & 71-‘(K) 
Since $(P, + 2) = P, + 3 and K is p, + ,-full, we conclude that 
lT;+l(xN)=o for x @ x-‘(K). (2.1.19) 
Now (2.1.18), (2.1.19) and (2.1.17) establish our claim for m + 1. Thus 
by induction, our claim is proved for every m. Therefore for any m E Z’, 
there exists U; E C?(G) satisfying Xru,*(x) = u(x) for x @ n-‘(K). By doing 
a partial Fourier transformation in the t,-variable, we can conclude that 
U(X) = 0 for x 6L! z-‘(K). Therefore we get supp u c r-‘(K) as desired. Thus 
(2.1.2) is proved. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition guarantees existence of sufficiently many level 
surfaces which are non-characteristic to a given operator P E U(8). It 
enables us to use the Holmgren’s uniqueness theorem in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 0 # P E U(6) and K a compact set in G/N. We 
can fmd a compact set B c G, a real valued function f E Cm(G) and a 
positive constant M such that 
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I ~(m&-)l > it4 on nF(K)\B (2.2.1) 
XJ= 1 on G. (2.2.2) 
(For any two sets E and F, E\F denotes the complement of F in E.) 
ProoJ: We consider two cases. 
Case I. X,, is central in 8. In this case we prove the proposition with 
B = 4. We use induction on deg P. If deg P = 0, then the statement is 
obvious. Assume that deg P > 1, and that the statement holds with B = 4 for 
operators with degree less than deg P. Choose X, ,..., X,-, E 8 so that 
X , ,..., X,, form an admissible basis of 8 and we identify G with R” via the 
diffeomorphism 
ev t,X, *em exp tnXn t-+ (tl ,..., tJ. 
Let P, be the highest degree part of P in the canonical expression of P in 
terms of X , ,..., X,. Clearly a(P,) = a(P). Write 
P,=X:Qk+X:-‘Qk-l+...+X,Q,+Q,, where Qk#O k> 1, 
(2.2.3) 
and each Qi (0 < i < k) is expressed by X,, ,,..., X,, only. Since 
deg Qk < deg P, applying our induction hypothesis to Qk, we see that there 
exists a real valued function u E Cm(G) and a positive constant M’ 
satisfying: 
l4Qddul > M’ on n-‘(K) (2.2.4) 
X,UE 1 on G. (2.2.5) 
Since X, is central, for each j, we have X,,Xju = XjX,,u = Xj 1 3 0 on G. 
Hence Xju(tl ,..., t,,) is independent of t, and therefore it is bounded on 
n-‘(K), for each j. For any NE R, define u,,, E P(G) by u,(t, ,..., t,) = Nt,. 
It is easily verified that 
X,u,=N on G, (2.2.6) 
xju,=o on G for j > 1. (2.2.7) 
From (2.2.7) and the boundedness of Xju remarked above, we have: 
For j > 1, 1 Xj(u + u,)l is bounded on 7c- ‘(K) and is 
independent of N. (2.2.8) 
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Using (1.2), this gives that for each i, 
(a(Q,)(d(u + uN))] is bounded on z-‘(K) and is independent 
of N (0 < i < k). (2.2.9) 
In particular, using (2.2.4), 
la(Q,)(d(u + uN))I > M’ on K’ (K) and is independent of N. (2.2.10) 
On the other hand (1.2) and (2.2.3) give 
d~,)W + G>> = (X,@ + Mk u(Q,Wb + 4) (2.2.11) 
+ (X,@ + u/#--l u(Q,-,)(d(u + u,)) + -.. 
+ X,(u + u,> 4Q,)W + 4) + 4QJW + GJ). 
From (2.2.6) and the boundedness of X,u on z-‘(K), we see that: 
For any L > 0, we can find N > 0 such that 
IX,(u+u,)l>Lonn-l(K). (2.2.12) 
Applying (2.2.9), (2.2.10), and (2.2.12) to (2.2.1 l), we find that for a 
sufficiently large N, there exists a positive constant C such that 
W,W(~ + G)) > c on n-‘(K). 
If I = n, we put f = (l/(N + l))(u + u,). If I # n, we putf= u + uN. 
Now it is easy to see that the statement of the proposition is satisfied with 
f, a suitable positive constant M and with B being the empty set. This 
completes the proof of Case I. 
Case II. X, is not central in 05. Let A be the non-zero real linear 
functional on satisfying [X,X,] = A(X)X, for X E 8. By the Jacobi identity 
A( [ 0, S]) = 0. So ker 1 is an ideal codimension one in Q. We can choose 
x X,-l , ,***, E 8 so that X, ,..., X, form an admissible basis of 8 and 
X z ,..., X,, span ker A. Moreover, we may assume [Xi, X,] = X,. We identify 
G with R” by the diffeomorphism 
expt,X, ... exp t,X, H (t, ,..., t,). 
Let G’ denote the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to ker A. Then G’ is 
a simply connected solvable Lie group and we identify G’ with R”- ’ c R” 
by the map 
ew 4X, . . . exp t, X, t-+ (0, t, ,..., t,). 
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Let P,,, be the highest degree part of P in the canonical expression in terms of 
x , ,..., X,. Write 
P,=X:Qk+X:-‘Qk_l+...+XIQ,+Q,, where Qk # 0, k > 0, 
(2.2.13) 
and each Qi is expressed by X, ,..., X, only. Put S = { (0, t, ,..., tn) E G’ ] for 
some t,, (ti, t, ,..., tn) E n-‘(K)]. 
Then clearly there exists a compact set K’ c G’/N such that ?I’ ‘(K) 3 S 
where rr’: G’ -+ G’/N is the projection. Observe that X, is central in ker 1. 
Regarding Qk as an operator on G’, we can apply the result of Case I to G’, 
QG 
There exists a real valued function g E ?(G’) and a 
positive constant M’ such that (2.2.14) 
(4 b(QdWl > M’ on S, 
(b) X,g- 1 on G’. 
Now define i E C”(G) by 
It is clear that Xi&t, , t, ,..., t,,) = Xi g(t 2 ,..., t,) for i > 2. Using (2.2.14) we 
obtain 
(a> l4QJM9 > M' on n-‘(K), 
(b) X,g= 1 on G. 
(2.2.15) 
Since X, is central in ker A, we have 
X,X,g’=XiX,g’=Xil ~0 on G for i>2. 
Therefore for i > 2, 
Xi 2 is independent of t, and bounded on z- ’ (K). 
On the other hand since [Xi, X,,] = X,, we have 
x,x,~=x,x”g’-xn~=xil - 1=-l. 
Thus X, g’ can be written as 
x, d(t1,-*, tn> = g,(t1,-*, t,-1) - t, 
(2.2.16) 
for some smooth function g, in t, ,..., t,_ i. 
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Hence we have: 
For any L. > 0, we can find zi, such that 
IX, d(t, ,**., t,,)l > L for all (tl,..., t,) E K’(K) with 
I47 > 6. (2.2.17) 
From (2.2.13) we have 
U(P,)(dd = (x, g’>” dQ,)(di’) 
+ (X,t)k-ldQk-,>(dtf>+ -** + (x,.i?)Q(Q,)(d& 
+ 4QoW). (2.2.18) 
Note that (2.2.16) implies that each a(Qi)(@) is bounded and independent 
oft,. 
Now applying (2.2.15) and (2.2.17) to (2.2.18), we easily find that for a 
sufficiently large 6, there exists a positive constant M such that 
l4CJW)l > M for (t , ,..., t,) E X- ‘(K) with I t, I > 6. 
Thus our proof of Case II is complete. Q.E.D. 
3. P-CONVEXITY 
In this section we prove P-convexity of G in the case where 
(i) G is simply connected solvable, P is non-zero semi-bi-invariant 
and in the case where 
(ii) G is simply connected split solvable, P is non-zero left-invariant. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group with Lie 
algebra 8 of dimension n. For any non-zero semi-bi-invariant dlflerential 
operator P on G and a compact set K c G, we can find a compact set K’ c G 
such that K’ is P-full and KC K’. 
In particular, G is Q-convex for all non-zero semi-bi-invariant differential 
operators Q. 
Proof We use induction on dim G. If dim G = 1, the statement is true 
with K’ being the convex closure K, where G is identified with R’. (Special 
case of 18, Theorem 3.5.11.) Suppose dim G > 1 and assume the induction 
hypothesis for groups of dimension less than dim G. If the center of 8 is 
zero, by Lemma 1.2, a semi-bi-invariant operator P is contained in U(h), 
where h is an ideal of 8 of codimension one. Let H be the analytic subgroup 
of G corresponding to h. The map 
(I, h) t-+ exp tX . h 
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gives the diffeomorphism from R x H onto G. Therefore we can find a 
compact set L in H and a positive constant M such that 
Moreover applying the induction hypothesis to P and H, we may assume 
that L is P-full. (Here P is regarded as an operator on H.) Then, using the 
left-invariance of P on G and the P-fullness of L in H, it is easy to see that 
the set {exp tX . h 1 1 t 1 < 44, h E L) is P-full in G. This is a compact set. So 
the case where the center of 6 is zero is settled. 
Now assume that there exists a non-zero central element X, in 0. We use 
the notation used in Sections 1 and 2 without further comments. For 
example, N = { exp tX, / t E R }, n = RX,, , 7~: G -+ G/N, -, 4 etc. Let P # 0 be 
a semi-bi-invariant operator. Then we can choose 1 E 2’ U (0) such that 
P = P, Xf,, P, E U(B) and Pi @ U(B) n, i.e., P”, # 0. Since X, is central, P, is 
semi-bi-invariant. Hence P, is semi-bi-invariant on G/N. Applying our 
induction hypothesis to G/N, n(K), P”, , we find a compact set K, c G/N 
such that 
K, is p,-full and K, I n(K). 
Using Proposition 2.1 (see the remark right after the statement of the 
proposition), we conclude that x-‘(K,) is P,-full and x-‘(K,) 3 K. Applying 
Proposition 2.2 Case I, we can find a real valued function fE C”(G) such 
that 
V,&!!) f 0 on n-‘(K,), (3.1) 
X,fE 1 on G. (3.2) 
Take a constant C so that 
r’(KJ n {x E G 1 If(x)1 < C} 3 K. 
Call the left-hand side of the above K’. 
K’ is compact because of (3.2). Now, we claim that K’ is P-full. Assume 
that for some u E C?(G), 
supp P, u c K’ and supp u Q? K’. 
We want to deduce a contradiction from this. Since 7c-‘(K,) is P-full, we 
have supp u c n-‘(K,). Hence we must have supx~sUppU If(x)1 > C. Let 
x0 E supp u be such that lf(x,J = SU~,,,,~~~ If(x We may assume without 
loss of generality that x(x,) = SUP,,,,~~ u If(x)\. It follows that u(x) = 0 for 
f(x) >f(xO). One the other hand since P, u = 0 outside K’, we have that 
P, u = 0 in a neighborhood of x,. Recalling that x0 E n-‘(K,) and (3.1), by 
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Holmgren’s uniqueness theorem [8, Theorem 5.3.11 we conclude that u = 0 
near x,, . This contradicts the choice of x,, . 
Thus we have shown that K’ is Pi-full. On the other hand, we can identify 
G with R” in such a way that X, corresponds to d/dt, and for each fixed 
(t ,,..., tn-,), K’ is an open connected interval (or the empty set) in t,- 
direction because of (3.2). This implies that K’ is X,-full. Now that K’ is P,- 
full and X,-full, we conclude that K’ is P-full. 
Recalling that the map P-+ ‘P (where ’ denotes the transpose with respect 
to the right-invariant measure) gives a bijection from the set of semi-bi- 
invariant differential operators onto itself, our theorem is completely proved. 
(See the remark after Definition 1.1.) Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is stated in a strong form because we need a strong 
induction hypothesis in its proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a simply connected split solvable Lie group with 
Lie algebra 6 of dimension n. Let X, ,..., X, be an admissible basis of 8 
satisfying: 
(i) there exists some 1 (1 < l< n) such that X,, XI+, ,..., X, span 
[ (zi, 61 zf 8 is not abelian, 
(ii) for each i (1 ,< i < n), Xi, Xi+ 1 ,..., X, span an ideal of 6. 
(It is easy to check that such a basis always exists.) 
Let {PAJAE, be a family of non-zero left-invariant differential operators 
which are equivalent with respect to the basis X, ,..., X,. Then for any 
compact set KC G, we can find a compact set K’ c G such that K’ is PA-full 
(for all A E I) and K c K’. In particular G is Q-convex for non-zero lef- 
invariant differential operators Q. 
Proof The proof goes by induction on dim G. First recall that by [S, 
Theorem 3.5.11, for G abelian, the statement is true with K’ being the convex 
closure of K. We may now assume that G is not abelian and that the 
induction hypothesis is true for groups of lower dimension. Again employ 
the familiar notation n = RX,, N = {exp tX 1 t E R }, x: G + G/N, -, 4, etc. 
Note that G/N is a simply connected split solvable Lie group. 
From the definition of the equivalence, we can find 1 E Z+ U {0} such that 
P, = QJf,, Q, E W@), e’, # 0 for all A E I. 
It is easy to see that the Q, (A E 1) are equivalent with respect to X, ,..., X,. 
For each 1 E Z, put 
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Q.,., = QA, 
Q A.2 = ~(QA,I)~ 
Q,t,i+ 1 = $(Q*.iL 
Then, by Lemma 1.8, the Q,,i are all equivalent (A E I, i = 1, 2,...). Therefore 
by Lemma 1.7, the Q,,, are all equivalent with respect to the basis 
if z,-, 1 ,...’ (A = 1, i = 1, 2,...). Applying our induction hypothesis to G/N, 
we obtain a compact set K, c G/N such that X(K) c K, and K, is Q,l.i-full 
for all 1 E 1, i = 1, 2 ,... . Using Proposition 2.1, we conclude that r- ’ (K ,) is 
Q,-full for every A E I. Note that all the Q, have the same principal symbol 
since they are equivalent. Now by Proposition 2.2, we have a real valued 
functionfE C”(G), a compact set B c G such that for all 1 E I, 
4Q&!f) f 0 on n-‘(K,)\B, 
X,f- 1 on G. 
We take a sufficiently large constant C so that if we put K’ = n-‘(K,) f~ 
ix E G 1 If(x)I G Cl, we have K’ 3 K and SUP,,~ If(x)1 < C. K’ is compact 
because of the condition that X,f = 1. Now the proof that K’ is Q,-full (for 
all 1 E 1) can be given in the completely same manner as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, using Holmgren’s uniqueness theorem. Finally we observe that 
the map P w ‘P gives a bijection from U(G) onto itself. Our proof is now 
complete. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary is originally due to Helgason [7]. Combining his 
previous semi-global solvability result with this, he showed that on a 
Riemannian symmetric space G/K of non-compact type, non-zero G- 
invariant differential operators are globally solvable (171). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G/K be a Riemannian symmetric space of non- 
compact type where G is a semisimple Lie group with finite center and K is a 
maximal compact subgroup. Then G/K is P-convex for every non-zero G- 
invariant difSerentia1 operator P on G/K. 
Proof. Let G = ANK be an Iwasawa decomposition. We can identify 
G/K with the simply connected solvable Lie group AN. Under this iden- 
tification, a G-invariant operator on G/K corresponds to some left-invariant 
operator on the group AN. Therefore if we show that AN is split, then the 
corollary follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Let 6, a, n be the Lie algebras of G, A, N, respectively. Let (x, ,..., a, be the 
restricted positive roots so that n = xi=, Gai, where Ou, is the root space 
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for ai. We may assume that if i <j, then aj < ai does not hold. (Here we 
write a < /3 if (B - a)(a’) > 0 with at being the positive Weyl chamber of 
a.) Let p = dim a and take a basis H, ,..., H, of a. Also take a basis X,. I ,..., 
X I.n~a,~r...,Xj,l,...,Xj.n~aj~~~~~~XI,1,...,Xl,n~a,, ofn. Here for eachj (1 Ci<O, 
xj.I ‘-.*? Xj.n(ni) is a basis of Oaj and n(aj) = dim 6,; (One knows that 
n(aj) < 2.) Renumber the ordered basis H, ,..., H,, , X, , 1 ,..., X, .n,a,, ,..., Xi., ,..., 
Xj,n(aj)Y**, Xl.1 J.-T Xjqnca,j as Y, y-.3 Y4, where q = p + Cf-, n(aj). Note that 
Ia1 @al= 6, [@,q %I= @a+br a < a + ,8 for positive roots a, /3. Then it is 
easily verified that for each i (1 < i < q) Yi,..., Y, span an ideal of a + II. 
Thus a + n is split. Q.E.D. 
4. GLOBAL SOLVABILITY 
In ] lo], Rouviere showed that a non-zero bi-invariant differential operator 
is semi-globally solvable on a simply connected solvable Lie group. In this 
section, we extend his result to semi-bi-invariant operators. Consequently, 
global solvability of semi-bi-invariant operators is obtained by invoking 
Theorem 3.1. 
As the proof of the semi-global solvability consists of a few modifications 
of the argument in [lo], we will not reproduce the full detail whenever it 
seems reasonable to refer to [lo]. 
Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group with a fixed (essentially 
unique) right-invariant measure dg. Let e denote its origin i.e. the identity 
element. As the argument in page 239-240 of [lo] shows, to prove the semi- 
global solvability of a given left-invariant differential operator P on G, it 
suffices to prove that for each relative compact open set U c G containing 
the origin, there exists a distribution (fundamental solution) E on U such 
that 
PE = 6 on U, where 6 is the Dirac measure at the origin. (4.1) 
But the proof of Proposition 3 in [lo] reveals that to obtain (4.1) for each 
U, it suftices to prove the following: 
For each relative compact open set U c G, 
the map u + ‘Pu is injective from C?(U) to C?(U), (4.2) 
and 
the map ‘Pu + u(e) is continuous from ‘PCf’(U) to C where 
‘PC?(U) is endowed with the relative topology of H’(U) for 
some IE Z+. (4.3) 
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Here the Sobolev space Hm(U) for each m E Z+ U {O} is defined as follows. 
Fix a basis X, ,..., X, of the Lie algebra of G. Define 
Hm(U) = (u E g’(U) I X”u E L2(U, dg) for Ia] <m}. 
(Recall the multi-index notation a = (a, ,..., a,,), X” = XT’ ..a Xz”, ]a] = 
a1 + -a- + a,.) 
The Sobolev norm II I]m.C on Hm(U) is defined by 
II 4LL = & ux”41:)“2 for f4 E H”(U), 
where II IIcl stands for the L2-norm on U with respect to dg. 
Now let P be a non-zero semi&invariant differential operator on G. We 
intend to obtain (4.2) and (4.3) for P. First, we claim that: 
for each relative compact open set U c G, there exists a 
positive constant C such that (( ‘Pu (IL, > C ((u (lu for u E C:(U). (4.4) 
We shall prove (4.4) by induction on dim G. In case P is bi-invariant, (4.4) 
has been proved in Proposition 3 of [IO]. Hence, in particular, in the case 
dim G = 1, (4.4) is true. Assume the induction hypothesis. Moreover, by 
what we remarked above, we may assume that P is not bi-invariant. Then by 
Lemma 1.2(i), we can regard P as a semi-bi-invariant operator on a closed 
normal subgroup H of codimension one in G. Remark that ‘P is the same no 
matter whether we regard P as an operator on G or as an operator on H 
(after fixing a right-invariant measure on H). By the induction hypothesis, 
we have: 
for any relative compact open set Vc H, we can find a 
positive constant C’ such that 1) ‘Pu)/~ > C’ JJuJJ,, for 
u E C?(V). (4.5) 
From this, using the same argument as in page 242-243 of (lo], we can 
easily derive (4.4). Remark that (4.4) gives the injectivity (4.2). Now fix a 
relative compact open set U c G. Since ‘P is also semi-bi-invariant, we can 
easily see that for each multi-index a, 
(PXa = (Xa + expressions of degrees less than 1 al) - ‘P. 
Therefore, going back to the definition of the Sobolev norm, we conclude 
that for each m E Z’ , there exists a positive constant C such that 
II ‘Pu II ,a,.“> cll’px”~IIu for u E C?(U), 
a with ]a] <m. (4.6) 
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Combining (4.4) with (4.6) we obtain that for each m E Z+, there exists a 
positive constant C’ such that 
II ‘Pu II ,a,.I:> C’ IIJWIL for 24 E C?(U) 
for each (r with Ia I< m. (4.7) 
Now Lemma 3 in [lo] says that there exists some 1 E Z’ such that the map 
u + u(e) is continuous from C?(U) to C, where C?(U) is given the relative 
topology of H’(U). Hence by (4.7) the map ‘Pu + u(e) is continuous from 
‘PC?(U) to C, where ‘PC;(U) is given the relative topology of H’(U). Thus 
(4.3) is proved. This completes the proof of the semi-global existence of a 
fundamental solution (4.1). Hence we know that a non-zero semi-bi-invariant 
differential operator on a simply connected solvable Lie group is semi- 
globally solvable. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group, P a non- 
zero semi-bi-invariant dlperential operator on G. Then P is globally solvable 
on G, i.e., PC”(G) = Cm(G). 
Proof. The preceding semi-global solvability result and P-convexity 
(Theorem 3.1) gives the global solvability (cf. Trives [ 11, Theorem 3.31.) 
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